
GARDEN DEPARTMENT

BEST CAREER ADVICE

While in high school, I worked in the garden 
department at Boscov’s in Reading, Pennsylvania. 
I enjoyed working and interacting directly with 
consumers. After college, I was an Analyst for 
a large, multi-disciplined consulting 
engineering firm, which gave me a broad 
perspective and exposed me to a diverse 
group of people.

HAVE EMPATHY
FOR OTHER PERSPECTIVES

MOST REWARDING
PART OF MY CAREER

ALWAYS SOMETHING
NEW TO LEARN

Working with people that are smarter than 
I am, because it forces you to learn and 
step up your game. My job never gets old – 
there is always something new to learn 
and continuously improve upon.  

ADVICE FOR
YOUNGER PROFESSIONALS

STAY PRESENT
FAVORITE VF GEAR

REEF ® LEATHER 
FANNING SANDALS

I can't live without my Reef® Leather 
Fanning sandals while I dream about pulling 
my Eagle Creek® ORV Trunk on my way to 
Cortina D’Ampezzo!

FIRST JOB

STAYING POSITIVE
The common thread is staying positive. Sometimes 
leadership needs to be situational, but if you keep things 
simple, work to a disciplined plan and trust your team, 
positive things will happen. One of my favorite quotes that 
hangs on a tattered piece of paper on my wall is from Jim 
Loehr, and it reads, “The ability to summon positive 
emotions during periods of intense stress lies at the heart 
of effective leadership.”

LEADERSHIP PHILOSOPHY

In college, my advisor encouraged me to try 
a number of different things. I added 
business to my major of computer science, 
allowing access to diverse viewpoints and 
insight I may not have had otherwise. 
Ultimately, the advice was to have empathy 
for other perspectives, which I try to 
incorporate into my daily life. 

Stay humble, keep focused 
and be willing to step up. 
Don’t focus on your next 
position or title, that will come 
by staying present and doing 
a great job.

HOW I UNWIND
STAYING ACTIVE

I unwind most days by working out. To fully recharge, 
I love to travel, ski and do interesting treks, such as 
my last one to the Speyside Way in Scotland where 
whiskey distilleries were a frequent stop. 

OUR FOCUS ON PURPOSE
As a leader in the industry, I am excited about 
our focus on purpose and the impact we can 
have on Sustainability and Responsibility, not 
just for VF's brands but to set an example for 
the entire manufacturing sector.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE FUTURE OF VF

ROGER SPATZ
President at Eagle Creek® and Reef ®

“Positivity and staying present”
are his keys to success.

L E A D E R  S P O T L I G H T




